A Farm Service Center (FSC) is a one-stop-shop retailing a complete range of inputs, services, information and farm output market connections that helps farmers move from small-scale to commercial farm production.

A ONE-STOP SHOP

CNFA FARM SERVICE CENTERS

SUPPORTS LAST-MILE MARKETS

200+ FARM SERVICE CENTERS ESTABLISHED ACROSS 7 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE, ASIA AND AFRICA

IMPROVE ACCESS TO QUALITY, AFFORDABLE INPUTS & SERVICES

ENHANCE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY

COMMERCIALIZE FARMING AND INCREASE INCOMES

PROMOTE INCLUSIVE MARKET SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

IMPROVE ACCESS TO FINANCE

STIMULATE JOB CREATION

ENCOURAGE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

IMPROVE FOOD SECURITY & NUTRITION
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FARM SERVICE CENTER NETWORK

Extension Services
such as demonstrations, training, agronomy and veterinary expertise

Machinery Services
and technologies for rent

High-Quality Inputs
that are standardized and affordable

Distribution Partners
who are reliable and professional

Reliable Information
related to markets, weather and pest management

85 MOLDOVA

54 GEORGIA

18 AFGHANISTAN

30 ETHIOPIA

8 EGYPT

10 CÔTE D’IVOIRE

3 RWANDA
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